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I had the pleasure of interviewing Chuck Blakeman for this ex-
clusive Leadership Connection column on the principles of his 
new book—which was named a Top 10 Business Book in 2013 
by WealthManagement.com.

The title of your book is Employees Are ALWAYS a Bad Idea. So 
the obvious question is: Why are they such a bad idea? Don’t we 
need them, particularly in a foodservice environment that’s very 
hands on?

Sure we do. But what we really need to keep in mind is that 
employees were invented in the early 20th century to populate 
the factory system. The goal was to attract “stupid” and “lazy” 
people who would be extensions of machines, not people who 
could improve the system.

If employees are such a bad idea, then what should we have  
instead?

Stakeholders. In a sense, employees have been reduced to func-
tional children who find themselves boxed into office daycare 
centers, and told exactly what to do, how to do it, and when to 
do it. They are often viewed as unable to think for themselves.

The marching orders of the traditional workplace is, get to work 
early, leave late, shut up, sit down, don’t you dare make waves, 
and live invisibly. As an employee you are told when to show up, 
what time recess and lunch are, and exactly what you should do 
while you’re there.

And stakeholders?

They are a whole different breed. Stakeholders are people who 
have survived the Industrial Age practice of being treated like 
children and are your independent, confident team members 
who are neither stupid or lazy.

But what about job descriptions and tasks?

In the employer world, we have become task-oriented to the 
point where employees often feel used, like cogs in a wheel or 
machine. Therefore, the employer-employee relationship be-
comes very rote. The company line becomes “come to work and 

do what I tell you to do.”

How can foodservice leaders begin to shift out of this perspective?

I often pose the following question: What would it look like if 
you the leader and your organization were to cultivate a mind-
set of “what is the greatest thing we can expect of our people?” 
In other words, how about giving your food and nutrition team 
some decision-making power and responsibility? Like the free-
dom to innovate, question, change, or suggest a better way of 
doing things. Isn’t that the essence of a truly empowered team?

In	his	new	book,	internationally	acclaimed	author	Chuck	

Blakeman,	says	YES…that	is,	unless	those	very	employees	are	

transformed	into	what	he	calls	stakeholders.	

Answers to LC Review Questions
CDMs who answer the LC Review Questions on page 19 of this issue can check their responses against the answer key found on 
page 38. This “self check” allows you to confirm your understanding of the test questions.

For	more	information	about	Chuck	Blakeman	and	his	new	book,		
visit	www.whyemployeesarealwaysabadidea.com

How	about	giving	your	food	
and	nutrition	team	some	decision-making	

power	and	responsibility?	Like	the	

freedom	to	innovate,	question,	change,	or	

suggest	a	better	way	of	doing	things.

Sounds reasonable and simple. So why aren’t more leaders embrac-
ing this?

Great question. Frankly, I believe that most leaders don’t see 
the need to change because the current model they’re using has 
been successful for them and they’re comfortably on budget 
and profitable. So the culture becomes, “forget the people at 
the bottom. We’ll keep ’em as long as they do what we tell 
them to do.”

Sounds like you’re saying that talented people simply won’t put up 
with the current Industrial Age Model anymore?

You got it! We’ve entered the Participation Age, which embraces 
sharing. Today, people simply won’t put up with being treated 
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like children, locked down to a daily 9 to 5 in the workplace 
daycare center, and told exactly what to do. They’ll simply move 
elsewhere.

What’s one thing you can leave us with in terms of the quest to 
build a successful participation age company?

That people want to make meaning, and not just money for 
the organization. Stakeholders are everywhere. In fact, a lot of 
people you think are employees want to be stakeholders. They 
are yearning to take your food and nutrition services efforts and 
run it while you execute a larger strategic vision for the depart-
ment. j
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HR	Toolkit	for	Managers	
Online	Course
This	course	offers	a	practical,	hands-on	guide	to	assist	
foodservice	leaders	with	day-to-day	aspects	of	human	
resource	management.	It	explores	key	ideas	related	to	
recruitment	and	retention,	performance	management,	
employee	relations,	team	building	and	engagement,	and	
other	related	HR	competency	areas.

Learning	Objectives:

•		 Develop	a	practical,	hands-on	set	of	tools	for	address-
ing	day-to-day	leadership	HR	issues	that	surface	in	the	
workplace

•		 Implement	key	strategies	for	boosting	recruitment,	re-
tention,	performance	management,	and	team	building	
success

•		 Foster	staff	productivity	and	success	through	leader-
ship,	motivation,	communication	and	workplace	diversity	
strategies

Order	at		
www.ANFPonline.org/market

ANFP	Member	Price:	$150		
Non-Member	Price:	$170	
20	CE	Hours	|	$7.50	per	CE	hr.


